
Kid's Ninja Business for Sale Upper North Shore Sydney

For Sale
Location: Sydney
Asking: $149,000
Type: Tourism/Leisure
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David Ciantar
0419 129 275
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Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 21307

An amazing Kid's Ninja business with broad appeal!!
Ninja Kids is a successful franchise offering kids the opportunity to learn great skills in both physical
activity - strengthening their muscles, joints - whilst having fun. Kids absolutely love their time at Ninja
Kids, and why wouldn't they!!!
The business opportunity presented is at Hornsby and has a large catchment right through the
northern suburbs. Ninja Kids is a franchise which is now looking at expanding.
The Ninja Kids franchise at Hornsby offers obstacle courses, tumbling classes, school holiday programs,
and hosts epic birthday parties. Obstacle-style training is relatively new in the Australian market and
the franchise has emerged as a leader in the category. The demand for the service is increasing
annually in the country, which makes it the right time to join the Ninja Kids Community - and what
better what to become part of this - than by acquiring an existing successful business.
The franchise is looking for sports and recreation-oriented individuals with a passion for excellence and
community engagement.
The location at Hornsby has been trading since May 2022, and has shown steady growth. An owner
needs to be able to work on the business, as well as guide and mentor their staff. The franchisor will
also assist you in training and understanding the business fundamentals. There are experienced staff
that come with this business, and it is never an issue to find further staff. Being part of a franchise, also
means that this business has some excellent systems and processes - which makes admin and
accounting quite simple.
Take a look at the business via this clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOYPVxIz2Fg
An excellent opportunity for a business minded person, or a couple looking at venturing into a business
with great support.
Worth looking at, priced to sell - please contact David on (m) 0419129275, or email
David@bizsalesready.com.au
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